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MR JUSTICE SAINI :  

This judgment is in 6 main parts as follows: 

I. Overview:   paras. [1-4] 

II. The Facts:   paras. [5-13] 

III. The First Email:   paras. [14-29] 

IV. The Second Email:  paras. [30-40] 

V. The Third Email:   paras. [41-50] 

VI. Conclusion:   paras. [51-54] 

Appendix: the Emails 

 

I. Overview 

1. This is my judgment on a number of preliminary issues in a libel claim based on three 

emails, which I have appended to this judgment (with paragraph numbers added). The 

emails are dated 14 January 2019, 7 May 2019, and 13 May 2019 and I will adopt the 

same shorthand as the parties by referring to these communications as the First Email, 

the Second Email and the Third Email, respectively. I will describe the content of the 

emails in more detail in due course.  

2. By Order dated 9 October 2020, Nicklin J directed the determination on written 

submissions of the issues of meaning and defamatory tendency. 

3. I have received detailed and helpful written submissions dated 9 November 2020 from 

Counsel for the Claimant and the Defendants. I have taken into account those 

submissions but on issues of meaning it is my task to determine what the emails would 

mean to the hypothetical ordinary and reasonable reader.  

4. In applying this test, I have gratefully adopted the summary of the principles in 

Koutsogiannis v The Random House Group Ltd [2019] EWHC 48 (QB); [2020] 4 WLR 

25 at [11]-[12]. The relevant law was not in dispute and both parties laid appropriate 

emphasis on the principle that in the determination of meaning, the “context” in which 

the statement complained of was published is of considerable importance. I was also 

referred to Bukovsky v CPS [2017] EWCA 1529; [2018] 4 WLR 13 and Stocker v 

Stocker [2019] UKSC 17; [2020] AC 593, as well as a number of other cases. 

 

II. Facts 

5. I will begin with a broad description of the factual background. Prior to 2019, the 

Claimant, Mr Sellers, had been employed by the Second Defendant, The British 

Council, for some 27 years. Since 2014 he had been its Country Director in Italy, based 

in Rome.  
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6. As part of his duties as Country Director in Italy, Mr Sellers was required to work 

closely with the British Embassy, the Foreign and Commonwealth Office’s 

representative in Italy, including Her Majesty’s Ambassador in Italy, senior members 

of the Embassy and employees of the Embassy, all of whom I understand were based 

at the British Embassy in Rome. 

7. Mr Sellers’ employment with The British Council ceased on 7 May 2019. He submits 

that for present purposes, it is proper to proceed on the footing he was dismissed by 

The British Council from his employment because of his alleged conduct addressed in 

the First Email. This was an email sent on 14 January 2019 by the Minister and Deputy 

Head of Mission at the British Embassy in Rome, Ken O’Flaherty, (for whom the First 

Defendant is liable) to three employees of the Second Defendant, Johannes Etten, 

Rebecca Walton and Sanjay Patel, with the subject line “Personal and in confidence: 

Investigation”.  

8. The First Email followed a complaint of sexual misconduct made about Mr Sellers by 

someone working at the Rome Embassy. This person, the complainant, is described as 

“ZZ” in the copy of the First Email appended to this judgment. This designation is 

pursuant to an earlier Order of this Court, and is intended to protect her identity as an 

alleged victim of sexual assault. 

9. As can be seen from this document, the First Email was a response to a request for 

information by Mr Etten, who had been appointed to be a member of the case panel 

charged with investigating ZZ’s complaint.  

10. The Second and Third Emails were sent some months later after disciplinary 

proceedings in relation to the above complaint had been taken against Mr Sellers and 

around the time that he ceased being employed by the Second Defendant. There is no 

evidence before me about those proceedings. 

11. The Second Email was sent on 7 May 2019 by Ms Walton, the Second Defendant’s 

Regional Director EU Europe, to various group email addresses of the Second 

Defendant’s organisation, with the subject line “News re Italy”. 

12. The Third Email was sent on 13 May 2019, by Mr O’Flaherty to various group email 

addresses within the First Defendant’s organisation, with the subject line “Italy 

Network: key themes for w/b 13 May”. 

13. I will now turn to each of the emails and set out the competing cases as to meaning 

advanced by the parties, followed by my own conclusion. 

 

III. The First Email 

14. Mr Sellers’ case is that the natural and ordinary meaning of the First Email was: 

“There are strong grounds to suspect that Paul Sellers, the 

Director of The British Council Italy, had a party at his home on 

Sunday, 16th December 2018, and which was attended by 

members of staff of The British Council and The British 

Embassy, when, whilst drunk, he sexually and deliberately 
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assaulted ZZ of The British Embassy by stroking her breasts with 

both hands and kissing the edge of her lips.  There are also 

reasonable grounds to suspect that this misconduct is part of 

more erratic and uncharacteristically emotional behaviour, 

including drinking excessively at professional and social events, 

which has been manifested in recent months by Mr Sellers in his 

interaction with British Embassy staff.”   

15. The First Defendants’ case is not so far from this. They say the meaning is as follows: 

i) there are reasonable grounds to suspect that, when [ZZ] was saying goodbye to 

Mr Sellers when leaving a party at his home, Mr Sellers, under the influence of 

alcohol, inappropriately kissed [ZZ] on the edge of her lips and deliberately 

rubbed his hands over her breasts in a sexual manner; and  

ii) there are grounds for concern about Mr Sellers’ recent conduct which has at 

times been erratic and uncharacteristically emotional.  

16. Both parties have made detailed submissions in support of their cases as to meaning but 

ultimately, I consider this is a relatively straightforward issue given the narrow range 

of dispute. I bear in mind that this is a professional communication as opposed to casual 

chat as in social media and that the recipient will consider the contents with some care. 

17. Both parties advance a meaning which picks out two strands from the First Email, 

namely (i) an allegation related to a possible sexual assault and (ii) an allegation related 

to Mr Sellers’ recent behaviour around others. In terms of the level of gravity, both 

parties contend that, in relation to the sexual assault element, the First Email conveys a 

Chase level 2 meaning, albeit that Mr Sellers contends it conveys “strong grounds to 

suspect” the specified conduct. I agree that a Chase level 2 meaning is conveyed. 

18. The context for the First Email and the circumstances of its publication are the principal 

reasons for this. The immediate context is set by the email which preceded it, sent by 

Mr Etten of the Second Defendant and copied to the two other recipients of the First 

Email, Ms Walton and Mr Patel. In that email Mr Etten introduces the fact that he is a 

member of the panel which has been appointed to investigate ZZ’s complaint and 

invites Mr O’Flaherty to send him a summary of it. The disciplinary proceedings are 

clearly at the earliest stage.  

19. In my judgment it is noteworthy that, by choosing to use the word “Investigation” in 

the subject line, Mr Etten describes his email, or introduces it, as referring to an 

investigation only. It is about a fact-finding process. That word, “Investigation”, 

identifies the context in which the email exchange took place and also sets the tone. 

20. The context showing that this email exchange is the start of an inquiry process is 

reinforced by the first sentence of Mr Etten’s email where he again refers to the 

“investigation” into ZZ’s “claim”. He then asks for the “summary of the complaint”. In 

his response, Mr O’Flaherty retained the word “Investigation” in the subject line (while 

adding “Personal and in confidence”).  

21. The circumstances of the publication of the First Email are, therefore, that Mr Etten and 

his two colleagues to whom it is copied are asking for, and expecting to receive, an 
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account of one side of a matter which they have been tasked to consider in light of all 

the information they receive. The circumstances in which the First Email was sent were 

as a response to an express request for, in essence, one side of the dispute, namely ZZ’s 

complaint. 

22. Where Mr Etten and the other recipients were concerned to gather information for their 

investigation, the circumstances, the context and their position in the British Council’s 

investigation is more indicative of a Chase level 3 meaning being conveyed by the reply 

to their request, than anything of greater gravity. However, as rightly conceded by the 

First Defendant the First Email only recounts ZZ’s position, and it is accepted that it 

conveyed a Chase level 2 meaning and not something less serious.  

23. The three recipients of the First Email (or reasonable people in their positions) would 

have read it with some care. It would be reasonable for individuals in their positions, 

appointed to investigate or oversee a complaint, to consider the response to Mr Etten’s 

request without pre-judgement. They would have been fully aware that Mr O’Flaherty 

was simply passing on a summary of a complaint made by a third person, about a matter 

which he had no direct knowledge of. At that stage, the publishees would have been 

aware that what was being sent had the status of a complaint only and it was for them 

to determine what had in fact occurred.  

24. This is the context and circumstances in which the summary of ZZ’s allegation of a 

sexual assault was included in the First Email. Reasonable readers in the position of 

those three recipients would understand that Mr O’Flaherty was not adopting ZZ’s 

allegations or saying that they were true, he was giving a summary in order that they 

could use the information to establish where the truth lay through their own procedures. 

That is supported by Mr O’Flaherty’s opening words. He makes clear that he is merely 

a conduit with no knowledge of the matters when he expressly states that ZZ can correct 

anything in his summary of her complaint which he has got wrong. Adopting the words 

used in Stocker, “the way in which the words are presented” indicate reasonable 

grounds for suspicion only.  

25. The same features negate Mr Sellers’ gloss on his pleaded meaning in his case that the 

First Email conveyed “strong” grounds to suspect him of the sexual assault. There are 

no words in the email to support the adjective “strong”. The First Defendant’s case that 

the grounds to suspect are “reasonable” aptly captures the impression conveyed by the 

email.  

26. The second strand of the First Email pertains to Mr Sellers’ alleged erratic recent 

behaviour. His pleaded meaning is extracted from the first sentence of [3], but I agree 

with the First Defendant that it impermissibly seeks to exclude the role played by the 

second sentence of [3]. Those words refer to individuals wondering “whether there 

might be other issues in play” with Mr Sellers which implies a concern about Mr Sellers 

and not an attack on him because of his recent erratic behaviour.  

27. That expression of concern is consistent with Mr Sellers’ behaviour being described as 

‘erratic’ which generally suggests something outside of the norm and ‘emotional’ 

which suggests that Mr Sellers may be suffering or have been affected by something 

recently. 
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28. The words of the First Defendant’s pleaded meaning, namely “There are grounds for 

concern”, captures this integral part of the erratic behaviour allegation.  

29. In my judgment, the First Defendant’s case on the First Email accurately reflects the 

meaning of the First Email. 

 

IV. The Second Email 

30. This email was sent by Ms Walton (as Regional Director EU Europe for The British 

Council) to all Regional Directors of The British Council in Italy and also to Charlie 

Walker (apparently, as the person in charge of The British Council’s “Global Network 

Team”).  

31. Mr Sellers’ case is that the natural and ordinary meaning of this email is: 

“Paul Sellers, the Director of The British Council Italy, has today 

ceased his employment with The British Council.  His departure 

has been sudden and a successor is not in place as yet.  We cannot 

comment on the circumstances or reasons for his departure.  

There are grounds to suspect that Mr Sellers had seriously 

misconducted himself in his role as a director of The British 

Council Italy.”   

 

32. The Second Defendant argues that the meaning is: 

“Mr Sellers will leave the British Council today (7 May 2019) 

and Ian Frankish and Jane Costello will lead its Italian operations 

until the Claimant’s successor is appointed”.   

 

33. At the heart of Mr Sellers’ case is the claimed “unavoidable implication” of the Second 

Email that his departure was sudden and with no notice either from The British Council 

to Mr Sellers or from Mr Sellers to The British Council.  He also relies on the fact that 

the Second Email contains no praise of him or acknowledgement of his long service as 

an employee of The British Council or his 5 years’ service as Country Director of Italy.  

No explanation is given for Mr Sellers’ departure.  Nor is any statement made as to 

what is happening to Mr Sellers, including as to his future employment. No comment 

as to his departure is given by The British Council or from Mr Sellers.   

34. While these points are factually correctly, I reject Mr Sellers’ case as to implication. I 

take into account these factual points and the brevity of the content of the Second Email, 

but I do not consider his case as to the meaning properly reflects the natural and ordinary 

meaning of the communication. 

35. In my judgment, none of the words in the Second Email contain a defamatory sting, 

and there is nothing implied in the text from which the reasonable reader could ‘read 
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in’ Mr Sellers’ pleaded meaning or any meaning defamatory of him. The Second 

Defendant’s case reflects my conclusion as to meaning. 

36. Specifically, the Second Email does not impute any conduct to Mr Sellers beyond him 

leaving his role as Country Director for Italy. That is not conduct which would tend to 

affect his reputation among right-thinking members of society at all, let alone 

substantially affect him in an adverse manner in their eyes. Individuals leave jobs as a 

matter of routine in our society.  

37. After reporting his departure, the rest of the email (i.e. from “We will start the 

recruitment process...” [2]) is not about Mr Sellers. It tells the reader who will be 

running the Italian operations and who recipients should contact if they have any 

questions about the Second Defendant’s work in Italy. 

38. While the ordinary reader may “read in an implication more readily than a lawyer” 

(Koutsogiannis [12](iii)]), in order to be able to do that, there must be something in the 

words or their context which gives rise to that implication. Mr Sellers’ pleaded meaning 

is not capable of arising from ‘reading between the lines’. In my judgment, it is a wholly 

different meaning and not based on anything in the Second Email or sitting between its 

five lines. Even if it is possible that some readers wondered why he had left his post, 

and, of those readers, some came up with possible explanations and considered that 

there must be a reason for his departure, that does not assist. 

39. The Second Email is silent on any reason or possible reason why Mr Sellers left the 

British Council. It contains nothing – no words, no hints, no nudges and no winks – 

which would support any conjecture that he had left because there were grounds to 

suspect him of misconduct. A reader who drew the Claimant’s pleaded meaning from 

the Second Email would be ‘avid for scandal': Koutsogiannis [12(iii)].  

40. In conclusion, applying the governing principle of reasonableness it would not be 

“reasonable” for the hypothetical ordinary reasonable reader to understand the Second 

Email as conveying any defamatory meaning about Mr Sellers. The impression 

conveyed to such a reader would be a non-defamatory one.  

 

V. The Third Email 

41. Mr Sellers’ case is that in their natural and ordinary meaning the words complained of 

in the Third Email meant and were understood to mean:-  

“Paul Sellers, the Director of The British Council Italy has today 

ceased his employment with The British Council.  His departure 

has been sudden, and a successor is not in place as yet.  We 

cannot comment on the circumstances or reasons for his 

departure.  There are grounds to suspect that Mr Sellers has 

seriously misconducted himself in his role as a director of The 

British Council Italy.”   
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42. By contrast, the First Defendant says the meaning was: 

“Mr Sellers has left the British Council. Ian Frankish and Jane 

Costello will lead its Italian operations until the Claimant’s 

successor is appointed”. 

 

43. The following main arguments were made on behalf of Mr Sellers in relation to this 

email. It was sent by Mr O’Flaherty to, apparently, all employees of The British 

Embassy in Rome and to further representatives of The British Embassy. Its subject is 

key themes for the week beginning 13th May 2019. Mr Sellers argues that it clearly 

includes his departure from The British Council as one of the key matters for circulation 

to the recipients.  It is said to be significant that Mr Sellers’ departure from The British 

Council is “bluntly” described with the words “Paul Sellers has left the British 

Council”, which also implies suddenness without notice. It is said that the recipients of 

the email would know that Mr Sellers was Country Director for The British Council 

because Mr Frankish and Ms Costello, temporarily in his place, are to lead The British 

Council’s Italian operation.  Consequently, the absence of any reason for Mr Sellers’ 

departure, whether provided by The British Council or by Mr Sellers, is a prominent 

omission from the announcement.  So too (it is argued) is any comment about Mr 

Sellers’ contribution to The British Council, whilst its Country Director in Italy.    

44. Again, reliance is placed upon the omissions as giving rise to the implication that Mr 

Sellers’ departure was on the grounds of suspicion of his misconduct in his office as 

Country Director. The implication is said to be that Mr Sellers has left under a cloud 

or, more precisely, has left because of some suspected misconduct. 

45. I reject these submissions. In my judgment, the Third Email is similar to the Second 

Email, but the statement complained of appeared within a longer email which provides 

relevant context. 

46. On its face, the Third Email is a weekly routine form of communication to update 

recipients about a wide range of events arising out of or relating to the work and life of 

the British Embassy in Rome. This is shown by a number of elements of the email 

including the subject line which states, “Italy Network: key themes for w/b 13 May”, 

and immediately beneath it is a banner showing the Royal coat of arms and in large font 

the words “Weekly Update”. The introductory words “Key points from the Heads of 

Section meeting on Monday morning:” and the sign off “I hope that everyone has a very 

enjoyable week!” suggests that the Heads of Section meeting took place every Monday 

morning or at least had done so that week. 

47. There follows 12 bullet points which cover a diverse range of topics from ministerial 

visits that week and how the Embassy will mark International Day against 

Homophobia, Transphobia and Biphobia, to employment matters affecting staff, and 

arrangements for a pub quiz that week (the final bullet point). 

48. The First Defendant is correct to submit that in content and in style this is an updating 

communication from a senior member of the Embassy staff to colleagues across 

Europe. While most of the content is serious, the amiability conveyed by the final bullet 

point and sign-off imply nothing untoward, difficult or contentious has preceded it. 
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49. In my judgment, the only conduct of Mr Sellers referred to in the Third Email is that he 

has left the British Council and that is not defamatory. There is nothing in the statement 

complained of which could imply Mr Sellers pleaded meaning. 

50. As with his case on the Second Email, the pleaded meaning is conjecture, not founded 

in the words themselves. Tellingly, the statement complained of contains only 48 

words, while Mr Sellers’ pleaded meaning is materially longer, at 66 words. That alone 

is strongly suggestive of a case which is not based on what was actually published.  

Like the First and Second Emails, in my judgment the Defendants’ pleaded meaning is 

accurate. 

 

VI. Conclusion 

51. The natural and ordinary meaning of the First Email is that:  there are reasonable 

grounds to suspect that, when [ZZ] was saying goodbye to the Claimant when leaving 

a party at his home, the Claimant, under the influence of alcohol, inappropriately kissed 

[ZZ] on the edge of her lips and deliberately rubbed his hands over her breasts in a 

sexual manner; and there are grounds for concern about the Claimant’s recent conduct 

which has at times been erratic and uncharacteristically emotional.  

52. The natural and ordinary meaning of the Second Email is that: the Claimant will leave 

the British Council today (7 May 2019) and Ian Frankish and Jane Costello will lead its 

Italian operations until the Claimant’s successor is appointed.   

53. The natural and ordinary meaning of the Third Email is that: the Claimant has left the 

British Council, and Ian Frankish and Jane Costello will lead its Italian operations until 

the Claimant’s successor is appointed.   

54. The Second Email and the Third Email are not defamatory of the Claimant at common 

law.   
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Rebecca Wehner

From: Ken O'Flaherty (Sensitive) < >
Sent: 13 May 2019 16:37
To: DL Italy Network All Staff
Cc: DL Europe - (S) Italy, Holy See, Netherlands (Sensitive); Anne Sherriff (Sensitive); 

Alexander Rennison (DExEU) (Sensitive); Jennifer Wilcox (Sensitive)
Subject: Italy Network: key themes for w/b 13 May/ Rete italiana: temi principali per la 

settimana del 13 maggio

**English text below** 

Cari colleghi,  

A seguire i punti chiavi dell’incontro dei Capi Sezione di questo lunedì: 

- I mezzi di comunicazione italiani sono incentrati sulla campagna elettorale per le elezioni del
Parlamento europeo, che sta amplificando le tensioni all’interno della coalizione di governo. I
giornali descrivono il nuovo partito Brexit di Nigel Farage in testa ai sondaggi nel Regno Unito.

-

- Il Ministro dell’Ufficio Gabinetto Oliver Dowden farà visita a Roma questo martedì/mercoledì
per partecipare a un evento ForumPA insieme al Ministro per la Pubblica Amministrazione,
Bongiorno. Inoltre, farà visita alla Scuola Nazionale per la Pubblica Amministrazione e Wendy
ospiterà una cena con il Sottosegretario Fantinati.

- Il Ministro Tobias Ellwood del Ministero della Difesa sarà in visita in Italia tra mercoledì e
venerdì per degli incontri con le controparti italiane e incontrerà venerdì il personale in
Ambasciata tra le 12:30 e le 13:00. La sezione Difesa, l’Ambasciatore e Wendy parteciperanno
a una serie di eventi organizzati per l’anniversario di Monte Cassino.

- Venerdì è la Giornata Internazionale contro l’Omofobia, la Bifobia e la Transfobia. Per
commemorare questo evento, abbiamo deciso di lanciare i nostri poster della campagna Love
is Great presso Porta Pia.

- Martedì sera l’Ambasciatore parteciperà a una cena organizzata da BCCI a Milano. Mercoledì
sarà a Roma e pranzerà con il Consigliere diplomatico del Primo Ministro per parlare di
mutamenti climatici e altre questioni. Ospiterà un concerto giovedì sera e un evento sulla Magna
Carta venerdì (entrambi alla Residenza).

[1.]

[2.]
[3.]
[4.]

[5.]

[6.]

[7.]

[8.]

[9.]
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